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History of Contamination

Initial Estimation of Contamination: 42000 KM²

- Khuzestan Province: 15000 KM²
- Ilam Province: 17000 KM²
- Kermanshah Province: 7000 KM²
- Kurdistan Province: 1500 KM²
- West Azerbaijan: 1500 KM²
About Islamic Republic of Iran Mine Action Center (IRMAC)

• Establishment of the IRMAC

• VISION

• OBJECTIVES

• STRATEGIES

• Humanitarian Demining Components in I.R. of Iran
Activities: Humanitarian Clearance

National Humanitarian Clearance Defining

First Step: Shallow Clearance

Second Step: Deep Clearance
Activities: Humanitarian Clearance

Hardships and Difficulties

High Density of Contamination

Minefield Barriers

Mines and UXOs displacement with floods

Vegetation

Flooding in Contaminated Areas

Transformation of Mines

Mine displacement in the bottom layers of soil
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Hardships and Difficulties

Mine displacement in the bottom layers of soil
Activities: Humanitarian Clearance

- Organizing, Training and Retraining of Deminers

- Detection, Neutralization and Destruction more than 2 Millions types of Landmines

- Detection and Destruction about 1 million types of ERWs
Activities: Mine Risk Education

MRE Cooperators Network

I.R. of Iran
Mine Action Center
Activities: Mine Risk Education

- MRE based on the International Standards and lessons learnt from incidents and due to lack of awareness or wrong behavioral patterns
- Training more than 4 millions Members of Communities Affected by Mines and ERWs
- Employing about 4 thousand Mine Risk Instructors (about 2.1 thousand Men and About 1.9 women)
Activities: Mine Risk Education

Gender Objectives for Mine Risk Education

• Ensure that all individuals at risk have access to culturally appropriate forms of MRE that specifically address those activities that put them at risk.

• Enhance the participation of vulnerable groups of adults and children of both in MRE initiatives

• Ensure that men and women have equal access to employment opportunities and benefits deriving from MRE initiatives
Activities: Mine Risk Education

Most Important Activities:

• Producing and distributing of the MRE educational material Mine Risk Education Books and Booklets

• Producing and Distributing MRE Multimedia

• Training about 4 thousand Instructors to expand the range of trainees.

• Implementing a variety of Awareness programs for more than 4 millions Members of Communities Affected by Mines and ERWs
Activities: Mine Risk Education

MRE Programs in Iran
Activities: Landmines and ERWs Victim Assistance

- Civil Victims
  - More than 8 thousand Killed and Injured
  - More than 60 percent women and children
- Services:
  - Providing First AID at the scene of the accident and transfer to Medical Centers
  - Providing Prosthetic
  - Providing of Types of Services (Including: Physical Rehabilitation, Vocational Training and Physiological Support)
  - Paying Lifetime Pension to the Victims
Activities: Landmines and ERWs Victim Assistance

- Deminer Victims
  - About 200 Killed and Injured
  - An Incident for every 15,000 Detected Landmines and ERWs

- Civil Liability Insurance Contract
  - Paying for Medical treatment, Disability and Dead Compensation

- Paying Lifetime Pension to the Victims
Activities: Implementation of Management Systems

Integrated Management System of IRMAC
Activities: Implementation of Management Systems

Web GIS of “Integrated Information Management on MA”
Activities: Providing Clearance Required Equipment and Machines

- **Sifter Bucket**
- **Rotary Sifter Machine**
- **Tiller Demining Machine**
- **Remote Control Roller**
Activities: Providing Clearance Required Equipment and Machines

- Front Plow
- Roller Demining Machine
- RC Flail Demining Machine
Activities: Development of International Relations

Objectives for Development of International Relations

- Exchange of Experiences
- Knowledge Sharing
- Reflecting HMA Information to Iran
- Reflecting I.R. of Iran’s HMA to International Communities
Wishing Sustainable Peace and a World Free of Mine